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Change, talk and sensemaking Change, talk and Amy Thurlow
the ways in which individuals made sense of this change At the same time, we wished to explore the question of how a particular sense of change is
enacted and becomes part of ongoing sensemaking within an organization We use an analytic framework of critical sensemaking (CSM) (Mills and
Helms Mills, 2004) to investigate organizational talk
Managing Change and Transition - University of Victoria
Change teams are set up as needed (eg implementation, transition, communication, etc) The need for the change has been effectively established and
communicated to everyone – more than once using a variety of medium The impacts of the planned change - indirect, as well as direct - have been
identified and communicated
Making Sense of Sensemaking in Organization Studies
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Making Sense of Sensemaking in Organization Studies Andrew D Brown University of Bath, UK Ian Colville University of Bath, UK Annie Pye
University of Exeter Business School, UK Abstract ‘Sensemaking’ is an extraordinarily influential perspective with a substantial following among
management
MAKING SENSE OF STAKEHOLDER MAPPING
Lucid Thought November 2005 Creating Value by Shedding Light on Managed Change ©Lucidus Consulting Limited 2005 MAKING SENSE OF
STAKEHOLDER MAPPING
Change Management & Organization Development: A …
48 Living with Change: The Semantics of Coping 1972 Johnson, W & Moeller, D Harper & Row 49 Locating the Energy for Change: An Introduction
to Appreciative Inquiry 1999 Elliott, C International Institute for Sustainable Development 50 Making Sense of Change Management: A Complete
Guide to the Models, Tools &
Sensemaking and Sensegiving in Strategic Change Initiation
Management Department, Bryant College, Smithfield, Rhode Island, USA This paper reports an ethnographic study of the initiation of a strategic
change effort in a large, public university It develops a new framework for understanding the distinctive character of the beginning stages of
strategic change by tracking the first year of the change
Change Management Handbook - Baekdal
Change Management Handbook – English Edition – May 2006 Introduction Unfreeze Ensures a good project start and focuses on: 01 Analysis, and
the cost/benefit 02 Mark the end, ensuring that the team can concentrate on the new, instead of the old 03 Making a plan Move Ensures a successful
foundation for the work at hand and focuses on:
Chapter 1: WHAT IS CHANGE MANAGEMENT? What Is …
mobilization of man-power, change management, etc, but the key process is how much change management capacity the enterprise has In this sense,
a new system implementation mainly
SENSEMAKING
act, we can change the map to fit our experi - ence and reflect our growing understanding It is important to note that in this sense of the word, there
is no “right” map Sense-making is not about finding the “correct” answer; it is about creating an emerging picture that becomes more comprehensive
through data collection, action, experiThe Sense-Making Approach and the Study of Personal ...
Personal information management, Sense-Making metatheory and methodology, research design, methods 1 INTRODUCTION The Sense-Making
Approach is a set of meta-theoretical assumptions that lead explicitly to an overall approach to doing methodology that suggests appropriate methods
of framing
Leadership FramLeadership Frameworkework
of a change “signature” — your own unique way of making change happen Leaders in business settings need all of these capabilities to be successful,
and cycle through them on an ongoing basis Sensemaking (term coined by Karl Weick, 1995)2: Making sense of the world around us The act of 2
Weick, K 1995 Sensemaking in Organizations
Organizational Change and Managerial Sensemaking: Working ...
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give sense to change mandates, managers them selves struggle for understanding (Gioia & Chitti peddi, 1991) Too often, a result is anxiety that
debilitates decision making and implementation Despite the importance of managerial sensemak ing during organizational change, related studies
are rare, in part because of research challenges
Making sense of student data in teacher professional ...
Making sense of student data in teacher professional development M Dam a, student data for change, we provided participants with practical frames
a management tool in itself, and performativity, that is, a culture or system that is focused on maximization, targets and the worth of individuals for
the greater good (Ball 2003, 2015
From Intended Strategies to Unintended Outcomes: The ...
be doing Change interventions and plans are translated into action through the medium of these inter-recipient processes, turning top-down intended
change into an emergent and unpredictable process In this paper, after reviewing the literature on change, cognition and sense-making, and
describing our methodology, we present a ﬁrst-order
Addressing uncertainty during workplace change ...
Addressing uncertainty during workplace change: Communication and sense-making Rich Parsells, PhD St Edward’s University, Austin, Texas
Abstract Change is a commonplace occurrence in today’s organizations A number of scholars suggest that communication strategies during
organizational change are an important element to the success
MAKING SENSE OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
MAKING SENSE OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION How location technology drives business growth the science of It is very obvious that there is a lot
of change taking place at GM Last year, GM grew its retail sales faster than any other management company employs more than 50,000 people in 80
countries, and is the second largest
in the NHS - WHO
implementation and management of change This concern on the ground chimed with the requirement for change in pursuit of quality set out in the
White Paper, A First Class Service (DOH, 1998) In response to the specific needs identified, we have developed this publication and a longer review,
Organisational Change, under the series
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